We offer a theoretical design of new systems that show promise for digital biochemical computing, including realizations of error correction by utilizing redundancy, as well as signal rectification. The approach includes information processing using encoded DNA sequences, DNAzyme biocatalyzed reactions and the use of DNAfunctionalized magnetic nanoparticles. Digital XOR and NAND logic gates and copying (fanout) are designed using the same components.
Introduction
Biochemical computing is an exciting new field which shows great promise, but at the same time faces substantial challenges. Recently, research efforts were directed at unconventional chemical computing [1] [2] [3] based on a chemical "soup" where data are represented by varying concentrations of chemicals. 4, 5 The computations are performed by naturally occurring chemical reactions that can proceed in a solution or at an interface functionalized with catalytic sites. The algorithmic problems can be solved at the level of a single molecule, 6 resulting in dramatic miniaturization and allowing parallel computation performed by numerous molecules. 7 So far, the field is still in a very early experimental stage, but may have great future potential. 8 Biochemical computing (biocomputing) is a special kind of chemical computing based on enzyme-catalyzed reactions [9] [10] [11] [12] and DNA recognition/reaction processes. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The DNA based processes can include hybridization of complementary strands as well as enzyme-catalyzed DNA E-print:
cond-mat/0703351 (at www.arxiv.org) reactions such as scission, replication, etc. Although the ultimate scalability of the DNA computing, in its present variants, could be questioned, it shows promise to address certain complex combinatorial problems. [19] [20] [21] Moreover, the recent discovery 22 of catalytic DNAzymes allows the computing processes typical for enzyme-catalyzed reactions to be catalyzed by DNA molecules. The biocomputing systems can be based on the existing chip technologies currently used for biosensing (particularly DNA chips). 23 Further scaling down of biocomputing (particularly DNA computing) devices to nanosize is possible. 24 Substantial research efforts were reported on the development of special "molecular" software to operate with biocomputers. 25 Biocomputing also poses interesting theoretical challenges. On the conceptual level, it might help us understand how living organisms manage to control extremely complex and coupled biochemical reactions, by casting the biochemical (metabolic) pathways in living organisms in the language of information theory. Even without full scalability, biochemical computing, especially at biomolecule-functionalized interfaces 26, 27 rather than in the bulk, shows promise of providing the mechanisms to better couple ordinary electronics with biological organism signaling. Finally, to achieve complexity on par with ordinary electronics, biocomputing should be researched for ways to minimize/correct errors and develop "digitalization" concepts, as further addressed in Section 2.
In this work, we introduce new systems and ideas, detailed in Sections 3-5, that show promise for digital biochemical computing and error correction. In order to introduce the notation, the rest of this section is devoted to a short overview of selected concepts and challenges in biochemical computing.
The experimental activity in the field of chemical computing has been mostly directed towards the development of chemical systems operating as logic gates. [28] [29] [30] Various molecular-and supra-molecular systems were developed to mimic different logic operations. [31] [32] [33] Chemical or/and physical input signals were used to activate chemical logic gates. For example, molecular assemblies activated by chemical and light inputs were reported as logic AND gates with the optical readout of the output signals, 34,35 while a quinone-monolayer assembled on an electrode was used as a pH/light activated AND gate with the electrochemical readout of the output signals. 36 Molecule-based XOR or InhibA logic gates were also constructed. 37, 38 Chemical systems with simultaneous parallel operation of several different gates allow simple arithmetic operations. Specifically, chemical systems exhibiting XOR and AND logic gate functions were used to realize a half-adder, [39] [40] [41] while other chemical systems that performed InhibA and XOR operations were used to make a halfsubtractor. 42, 43 However, most results reported for the chemical logic systems represent the most trivial AND or OR logic gates. In order to assemble more complex logic gates or their combinations, very complex supra-molecular chemical systems were used. All constructed chemical gates and computing units use different input signals to activate, and therefore it is difficult to assemble them into a composite "device" with standard input/output signals. The biggest problem with chemical logic systems is the low specificity of most chemical reactions. This does not allow several different reactions in one system to run without interference between them. The "cross-talking" between the different reactions hinders assembling multi-component/multi-functional chemical logic systems and computing units.
To a large extent, this problem can be solved by means of biocomputing using enzyme-based logic systems. [9] [10] [11] The enzymes provide high specificity for the running reactions without interference between the reacting compounds and without "crosstalking" between the logic gates. Thus, several enzymes working in parallel in the same homogeneous system were able to perform concerted operations yielding simple computing units: half-adder and half-subtractor. [9] [10] [11] Several logic gates (AND, OR, XOR, NOR, InhibA, InhibB, etc.) were constructed with standard input signals (specifically additions of H 2 O 2 as input A, and glucose as input B). 11 For example, an AND gate composed of two enzymes, glucose oxidase (GOx) and catalase (Cat), operated upon the application of two standard input signals: the addition of H 2 O 2 and glucose. 11 The output signal was defined as the absorbance generated by the biocatalytically produced gluconic acid (measured in the presence of hydroxylamine and Fe
3+
). The TRUE signal ("1") corresponding to the formation of gluconic acid was observed only when GOx was activated in the presence of glucose and oxygen, while oxygen was biocatalytically produced by Cat only upon addition of H 2 O 2 . Separate additions of glucose (in the absence of H 2 O 2 ) or H 2 O 2 (in the absence of glucose) did not result in any absorbance change in the system (FALSE signal: "0"). Thus, the behavior of the system represented the AND logic gate.
The other enzyme-based logic gates operate in a similar manner. [9] [10] [11] The large variety and high specificity of available enzymes make assembling different logic gates into a network possible. A network composed of sequential and parallel logic gates could be assembled from various enzymes modeling natural metabolic pathways. For example, a sequence of concatenated logic gates composed of four enzymes (acetylcholine esterase, choline oxidase, microperoxidase-11, and the NAD + -dependent glucose dehydrogenase) performing sequentially OR, AND, and XOR logic operations was constructed to prove the concept of the enzyme-based computing networks. 12 This system accepts four chemical input signals (additions of acetylcholine, butylcholine, oxygen, and glucose in 16 different combinations), producing one output signal (concentration of NADH) that is dependent on all input signals. Similarly to the enzyme-based concatenated gates, DNA-based NOR and OR logic gates were integrated into logic circuits. 44 Logic circuitries of higher complexity, integrating 128 DNA-based logic gates, 32 input DNA molecules, and 8 two-channel fluorescent outputs across 8 wells, were also demonstrated recently. 45 Biocatalytic systems based on enzymes can generate signals using self-produced power, while operating as biofuel cells, 46 thus resulting in selfpowered logic gates.
Scalability, Error Correction, and Digitalization Concepts
Logic networks composed of enzymes and/or DNA working in concert allow many chemical input signals, and provide output response(s) based upon the performance of all logic operations in the system. Enzyme/DNA-based logic systems and biocomputing units of rather high complexity could be envisaged, and numerous applications could be expected. Error-reduction/correction in biocomputing systems 47, 48 becomes extremely important as the complexity of numerous connected biochemical reactions increases. This is needed for scalability and fault-tolerance of the multi-gate computation process. Among the established error-correction paradigms, making the information processing digital is perhaps the most important. For both analog and digital information processing, in practice error suppression 49, 50 can be accomplished (i) by nonlinearity of the "filters" though which the signals are passed, (ii) by feedback, and (iii) by redundancy, as well as by combinations of these techniques. The third approach is widely used especially for digital information processing, 49 whereas the first two approaches are more suited for analog information.
Nonlinear signal filtering is not easy to accomplish in complex biochemical systems: it would imply some nonlinear (in the input concentrations) manipulation of chemical compositions. This is not generally available, though we do offer a possible "signal rectification" approach for our system in Section 5. Similarly, most of the presently studied few-component (single or few logical gates) systems are unlikely to offer possibilities for controlled utilization of feedback in a complicated sequence of chemical reactions, in which some of the output products would also need to play the role of input reactants for "earlier" gates. Therefore, as the first step we suggest considering redundancy as the error suppression mechanism: in the next section we will propose a paradigm of biochemical systems which advances us towards digital information processing, while allowing the redundancy (copying) "fanout gate functions," as well as built-in error correction.
Digital Encoding in Oligonucleotide Sequences, Error Correction, and Copying
We propose to use short oligonucleotide sequences (about 10 bases to ensure a stable hybridization at room temperature) to encode the digital information. For example, base T will be used to encode "1" and base C will be used to encode "0". An oligonucleotide composed of n (n = 10 in the following example) repeated T bases will encode "1" with n repetitions, while an oligonucleotide composed of n repeated C bases will encode "0" with n repetitions. These oligonucleotides could include some other bases that would represent errors in the encoded sequence (e.g., the polyT-nucleotide could include some C, G or A bases as error sites). Magnetic nanoparticles (Au coated, with magnetic cores), synthesized by a known technique 51 and functionalized with single oligonucleotide chains (A n and G n ) complementary to those that are used for encoding of "1" and "0", can be used to recognize the encoded oligonucleotides and to correct errors appearing in the sequences. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Thiol anchor groups at the ends of the oligonucleotides can be used to bind them to the Au shell of the magnetic nanoparticles. Note that here and below, we develop the concepts; details of the experimental procedure are being worked out and will be reported separately as our group advances from the modeling/design to the experimental realization of the proposed systems.
The following reaction steps will be used to recognize the encoded signal, to correct errors in the signal and to amplify it. The present example will demonstrate the error correction process in the poly-T-oligonucleotide (encoded "1" repeated n -m times) with m included errors represented by X (i.e. m foreign bases). A similar process can be used to make error-correction in the poly-C-oligonucleotide (encoded "0" repeated n -m times). Since the encoded signal coming to the system is unknown in advance (it could be poly-T or poly-C), the system is supposed to be ready to read out any incoming signal. Thus the system should include both poly-A-and poly-G-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles. The poly-A-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles will be responsible for hybridization and recognition of poly-T-oligonucleotide, while the poly-G-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles will hybridize with poly-C-oligonucleotide. Step a (Figure 2) shows the hybridization process between poly-T oligonucleotides (incoming signal "1" repeated n -m times with m errors in the sequence) and the complementary poly-A-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles. This process will result in the formation of double-stranded (ds) oligonucleotides (poly-T/poly-A) bound to the magnetic nanoparticles. The hybridization will proceed only if the "melting" point of the ds-oligonucleotide (the temperature corresponding to the dissociation of the ds-DNA complex) is higher than the temperature of the reaction -6 -solution. The "melting" point depends on the number of errors in the poly-T sequencewhen the number of errors is higher the hybridized complex is less stable and the "melting" point is lower. 52, 53 The change of the "melting" point for short dsoligonucleotide sequences could be ca. 10 C per one error in the sequence. Thus, by selecting different temperatures (e.g., in the range 5-45ºC) for the hybridizing solution, we can control the number of errors in the encoded sequence that will still allow the hybridization process to proceed. The poly-G-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles will stay non-hybridized in the solution. (Note that the magnetic nanoparticles will be applied in the molar excess compared to the encoded oligonucleotides. Thus an excess of the non-hybridized poly-A-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles will also exist in the mixture -not shown in Figure 2 ).
The reaction mixture composed of magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with the double-stranded and single-stranded oligonucleotides can then be separated (step b) on a column modified with poly-C and poly-T oligonucleotides ("DNA-modified column"). All magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with single-stranded (non-hybridized) oligonucleotides will be absorbed by the column due to the hybridization with the complementary strands, and only the magnetic nanoparticles modified with the doublestranded oligonucleotides will go through the column. -7 -Then the solution of the ds-poly-T/poly-A-functionalized nanoparticles can be heated (e.g., to 80ºC) to dissociate the double-stranded complex (step c). This will release the original poly-T oligonucleotide that still contains errors in the sequence and yield the magnetic nanoparticles that are functionalized with the error-free sequence (poly-A) complementary to the encoded oligonucleotide. The magnetic nanoparticles will be separated from the solution using an external magnet, washed from the adsorbed poly-T and re-dispersed in a solution (step d).
Since it is not known in advance what kind of the encoded oligonucleotide was added (poly-T or poly-C) and thus it is not known what kind of the functionalized magnetic nanoparticles is obtained at this step, a mixture of poly-T and poly-C oligonucleotides will be added to the solution. It should be noted that these oligonucleotides are different from the original encoded inputs since they are free of errors. A complementary oligonucleotide (poly-T in the present example) will hybridize with the oligonucleotide (poly-A) bound to the magnetic nanoparticles (step e). The dsoligonucleotide-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles will be again collected with the external magnet, washed from the non-hybridized oligonucleotide (poly-C in the present example) and re-dispersed in a solution (step f). The temperature will be elevated again (to 80ºC) to dissociate the ds-oligonucleotide, and the magnetic nanoparticles will be collected and separated from the solution with the external magnet (step h). The solution will contain the error-corrected equivalent of the initial encoded oligonucleotide (poly-T).
This sample can then be subjected to polymerase chain reaction amplification to generate numerous copies of the error-free encoded oligonucleotide (step k). The generated error-free encoded oligonucleotides can be confirmed/analyzed, as well as compared to the original error-containing encoded oligonucleotides by using known DNA-sensing techniques. [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] 
Gate Functions
In this section, as a demonstration of our approach we devise two simple biocomputing logic gates for which our error-free encoded oligonucleotides can be used as input signals. The first example, Figure 3 , shows the principle of an XOR logic gate based on a DNA hairpin and using poly-T (encoded "1" with n repeat units) and poly-C (encoded "0" with n repeat units) as input signals. DNA hairpin structures have already been reported as major components of logic gates, 61 however here they will be utilized in a different way. The present example is based on the DNA hairpin that is functionalized with a fluorescent dye (a rhodamine derivative) and a quencher (a quinone molecule) covalently bound to the 5' and 3' ends of the DNA, respectively. The loop part of the DNA contains two domains (poly-A and poly-G) that can hybridize the added encoded poly-T and poly-C oligonucleotides. The sticky ends of the DNA provide the DNA loop formation and they maintain the hairpin structure until the hybridization of the loop part of the DNA substantially rigidifies the DNA molecule.
The length of the DNA loop and the length of the sticky domains can be selected in such a way that the hybridization of only one domain (ether poly-A or poly-G) does not result in the opening of the hairpin structure, while the hybridization of both of them results in the structure that is rigid enough to open the sticky ends and to separate the dye and the quencher. When both inputs (a and b) are the same ("1" encoded by poly-T or "0" encoded by poly-C), the hybridization occurs at one binding site only (domain poly-A or domain poly-G) that does not result in the opening of the DNA hairpin, thus keeping the dye and quencher in close proximity, without fluorescence generation (output signal "0"). If the input signals are different ("0"-"1" or "1"-"0" encoded by poly-T and poly-C oligonucleotides), the hybridization proceeds at both binding domains (poly-A and poly-G), yielding the open structure with a long distance separating the dye and quencher. In this case the generated fluorescence represents the output signal "1". Thus, the output of this gate corresponds to the XOR logic operation.
Figure 3:
Design of an XOR logic gate based on the DNA hairpin structure functionalized with the fluorescent dye (D) and quencher (Q) covalently bound to the 5' and 3' ends, respectively, and using the encoded poly-T and poly-C oligonucleotides ("1" and "0", respectively) as input signals.
The second example, Figure 4 , shows a NAND logic gate based on a catalytic DNAzyme and the encoded poly-T and poly-C oligonucleotides ("1" and "0", respectively) as input signals. Catalytic DNAzymes that were discovered recently 22 have already found applications in biosensor systems, 62 however their use in biomolecular logic gates has not yet been experimentally demonstrated. The DNAzyme composed of a folded G-quadruplex cage and the associated heme unit is known to demonstrate a peroxidase-type catalytic activity, 63 as shown in Figure 4 . The peroxidase activity can be used to oxidize the NADH cofactor to NAD + in the presence of H 2 O 2 . The G-quadruplex cage can be hybridized with a complementary poly-C oligonucleotide (encoded "0") resulting in the opening of the cage and the loss of the catalytic activity. This will not happen in the presence of poly-T oligonucleotide (encoded "1"). Thus, in case of any input signal equal to "0", the catalytic activity will be lost and NADH cofactor will not be oxidized.
The output signal of this logic gate is considered to be "1" when the NADH concentration is high (the signal can be detected by the optical absorption at the wavelength 340 nm). The decrease of the NADH concentration in the course of the reaction biocatalyzed by the DNAzyme results in the output signal "0". Any input signal equal to "0" encoded by poly-C oligonucleotide ("0"-"0", "0"-"1", "1"-"0") will result in the deactivation of the catalytic DNAzyme and the preservation of the original concentration of NADH (output signal "1"), while the input signals equal to "1" (encoded by poly-T) ("1"-"1") will preserve the biocatalytic activity of the DNAzyme and reduce the NADH concentration (output signal "0"). The truth table describing the logic function of the gate corresponds to the NAND gate. It should be noted that both exemplified logic gates, Figures 3 and 4 , represent universal gates (XOR and NAND) and thus they can be applied to construct logic circuits of any complexity. In addition the NAND gate in Figure 4 has the advantage that the output signal is represented by a concentration of a common biochemical cofactor (NADH) that can be easily coupled to various enzymebased logic gates.
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Signal Rectifier Function for Biochemical Computing
After a successful cycle of DNA information processing one may expect small leftover traces of the initial signal oligonucleotide sequences (encoding "0" or "1"), which for some reasons escaped processing during the cycle. This will result in additional noise in the output signal. Here we devise a contrast enhancement pretreatment that effectively "rectifies" the signal, which is a variant on nonlinear analog signal processing. Just for definiteness, let us assume that the correct signal is "1" and the noisy admixture is a small concentration of "0". (The proposed processing is also effective for the opposite case.) Figure 4 : Design of a NAND logic gate based on DNAzyme performing the biocatalytic oxidation of NADH by H 2 O 2 , and using the encoded poly-T and poly-C oligonucleotides ("1" and "0", respectively) as input signals.
The initial solution will be composed of a mixture of poly-T oligonucleotide (encoding input signal "1") in concentration larger than some threshold value C T , and the poly-C oligonucleotide (encoding the noise signal "0") in concentration N smaller than threshold value C T . Magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with poly-G oligonucleotide, that is complementary to poly-C, will be added to the solution in concentration C T . In the next step we add the same amount of magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with poly-A oligonucleotide that is complementary to poly-T which is used to encode "1". Magnetic nanoparticles will recognize the encoded oligonucleotides (poly-T and poly-C) and initiate formation of the double-stranded sequences. The concentration of the poly-G-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles is large enough to bind all the noise sequences (poly-C), while the concentration of the poly-Afunctionalized magnetic nanoparticles is not sufficient to bind all of the input signal sequences (poly-T). Therefore the resulting solution will represent a mixture of the input signal "1" oligonucleotide sequences (poly-T) at concentration -C T , magnetic nanoparticles with double-stranded poly-A/poly-T sequences at concentration C T , magnetic nanoparticles with double-stranded poly-G/poly-C sequences at concentration C N , and non-hybridized magnetic nanoparticles with poly-G sequences at concentration C T -C N .
We next separate the mixture components. By using an external magnet, we will remove from the solution all three types of functionalized magnetic nanoparticles. The solution will now contain only the poly-T oligonucleotides ("1"), but at a somewhat smaller concentration, -C T . In the last step, the purified input signal (poly-T) will be subject to the polymerase chain reaction amplification to make sure that the concentration of input sequences will be restored to a value above the threshold value C T .
Summary
In summary, we proposed systems for information processing using encoded DNA sequences, DNAzyme biocatalyzed reactions, and DNA-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles. These systems should allow the first, proof-of-concept realizations of digital biochemical computing, including error correction by utilizing redundancy, as well as two simple logic gates, and "analog" signal rectification. We acknowledge funding by the US-NSF under grant CCF-0726698.
